
Abin Sur: The Green Lantern Movie Prequel
Before Ryan Reynolds took on the role of Hal Jordan in the 2011 Green
Lantern movie, the character of Abin Sur was introduced in a prequel comic
book. This comic book provided a backstory for Abin Sur and his role as a
Green Lantern. Here is a detailed look at the events of the Abin Sur prequel
comic book.

Abin Sur's Origin

Abin Sur was born on the planet Ungara. He was a member of the Green
Lantern Corps, an intergalactic police force that protects the universe from
evil. Abin Sur was a skilled and experienced Green Lantern, and he was
known for his bravery and compassion.
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One day, Abin Sur was patrolling the Vega system when he detected a
distress signal from the planet Earth. He responded to the signal and found
a group of astronauts who were under attack by a group of aliens. Abin Sur
intervened and saved the astronauts, but he was seriously injured in the
process. Before he died, Abin Sur passed on his Green Lantern ring to Hal
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Jordan, a young test pilot who was destined to become the next Green
Lantern.

The Green Lantern Corps

The Green Lantern Corps is a powerful intergalactic police force that
protects the universe from evil. The Corps is made up of members from all
over the universe, and each member is chosen by a Green Lantern ring.
The rings give the Green Lanterns superhuman strength, speed, and
durability, as well as the ability to fly and project energy blasts.

The Green Lantern Corps is led by the Guardians of the Universe, a group
of ancient beings who created the Green Lantern rings. The Guardians are
responsible for training and overseeing the Green Lanterns, and they
ensure that the Corps remains a force for good in the universe.

The Vega System

The Vega system is a star system located in the Milky Way galaxy. The
system is home to several planets, including the planet Ungara, which is
Abin Sur's home planet. The Vega system is also home to the planet Oa,
which is the headquarters of the Green Lantern Corps.

The Vega system is a peaceful and prosperous system, but it is also a
strategic location. The system is located near several major trade routes,
and it is also home to a number of important planets. Because of its
strategic location, the Vega system is often a target for attack by evil forces.

The Aliens

The aliens that attacked the astronauts in the Abin Sur prequel comic book
were a group of shape-shifting aliens known as the Manhunters. The



Manhunters were once members of the Green Lantern Corps, but they
were corrupted by evil and turned against their former allies.

The Manhunters are a dangerous and powerful enemy. They are able to
change their shape and appearance, and they are immune to most
weapons. The Manhunters are also skilled in hand-to-hand combat, and
they are often armed with powerful energy weapons.

The Prequel Comic Book

The Abin Sur prequel comic book was written by Alan Burnett and drawn by
Dave Gibbons. The comic book was published by DC Comics in 2011. The
comic book provides a detailed backstory for Abin Sur and his role as a
Green Lantern. The comic book also introduces the character of Hal
Jordan, who is destined to become the next Green Lantern.

The Abin Sur prequel comic book is a well-written and exciting story that
provides a great to the Green Lantern mythos. The comic book is a must-
read for fans of the Green Lantern movie and for anyone who is interested
in learning more about the Green Lantern Corps.



Abin Sur in the Green Lantern movie prequel comic book.
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Weight Loss Plateau and Unleash Your
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Weight loss journeys can be a rollercoaster of progress and setbacks.
The initial excitement and motivation often fade as plateaus arise, leaving
you feeling stuck and...
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